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IDAHO COURT OF APPEALS UPHOLDS BLOOD DRAW
by Jared Olson, Idaho TSRP
The Idaho Court of Appeals once again
upheld an involuntary blood draw in State
v. DeWitt, --- Idaho --- (2008). This is the
third recent decision regarding blood
draws in Idaho. Despite this track record
there continues to be speculation regarding
the future admissibility of blood draws.
More specifically there are concerns
whether it is a practice that will (or should)
continue. I not only continue to support
blood draws in impaired driving cases but
encourage law enforcement agencies to
adopt sound policies to collect such evidence. Take a moment to review the DeWitt case and decide whether DeWitt could
have been held criminally responsible
without collecting the blood evidence?
The Facts. DeWitt seriously injured
himself in a single car crash and was transported to the hospital. Deputy Carpenter
from the Latah County Sheriff’s Depart-

ment went to the hospital to check on DeWitt’s condition. The odor of alcohol was
noticeable when the deputy walked into the
hospital room where DeWitt was being
treated. DeWitt was unconscious. Meanwhile, the officer at the crash scene reported DeWitt’s car smelled of alcohol and
there were empty beer cans inside and
around it.
Based on this evidence Deputy Carpenter
instructed hospital staff to draw blood from
DeWitt for evidentiary testing. Prior to the
blood draw, Deputy Carpenter read the
“18-8002 Form” to the unconscious DeWitt. DeWitt’s blood alcohol concentration
was 0.20. DeWitt argues the blood draw
violated his 4th Amendment rights because
it was done while he was unconscious. The
magistrate granted the motion to suppress
and the district court affirmed. The Court
of Appeals reversed.
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ableness. This means it must be done in a
medically acceptable manner and without
(Continued from Page 1)
unreasonable force. In this case, DeWitt’s
blood was drawn by a professional in a
The Law. The Court of Appeals clarifies safe and reasonable manner. The fact he
there are two exceptions to the warrant was unconscious was held to be of no conrequirement applicable in this case: exi- sequence.
gent circumstances and consent. First,
exigent circumstances apply because
Quick Review. The DeWitt decision is
blood alcohol content diminishes over very helpful in a number of ways. First,
time, and valuable evidence would be lost prosecutors should always argue both exiin the time required to obtain a warrant. gent circumstances and consent when an
DeWitt argued the exigent circumstances involuntary blood draw is performed.
only applied to felony DUI cases. The These are plainly two different exceptions
Court quickly rejects this argument point- to the warrant requirement that apply. If in
ing out the Schmerber (U.S. Supreme doubt, do not hesitate to seek a warrant.
Court) case was a misdemeanor DUI Obtaining the best evidence available
charge. State v. Robinson, 144 Idaho 496, should always be the goal.
(Ct.App.2007) also held misdemeanor
DUI’s are subject to the exigent circumSecond, this decision clearly distinstances doctrine.
guishes the administrative requirements for
Second, the consent exception was applicable in this case pursuant to DeWitt’s
implied consent (See State v. Diaz, 144
Idaho 300 (2007). The Court held there
was ample evidence DeWitt had been
driving under the influence at the time of
the crash. DeWitt argues his implied consent was nullified due to him being unconscious and not “informed” of the consequences of refusal. The Idaho Supreme
Court previously rejected this reasoning
in State v. Woolery, 116 Idaho 368
(1989). In that case, the Court clearly
stated a drunken driver has no legal right
to resist or refuse evidentiary testing. In
this case, the Court clearly explains the
purpose of informing a suspect about the
consequences of refusing is “an administrative tool designed to increase the likelihood that the suspect will peaceably
submit” and not a foundational requirement for the evidentiary test to be admissible in the criminal prosecution.

the civil driver’s license suspension and
the foundation necessary for the test to be
admissible in a criminal prosecution. Review footnote 4 of the decision, which
explains the failure to notify the defendant
regarding the consequences of refusal is
significant only in the administrative suspension following a refusal. The defendant
does not need to be informed for the evidence to be admissible in the criminal case.
See also State v. Harmon, 131 Idaho 80
(Ct.App.1998).

Finally, skeptics who believe the ability
to draw blood will soon be overturned by
the appellate courts on 4th Amendment
grounds have not taken the necessary time
to study the case law. Certainly Worthington, Diaz and DeWitt have clarified the
ability to conduct blood draws, but there is
a great foundation of Idaho case law in
blood draw cases. With the proper procedures and training in place, this evidence
will further the cause of justice. Those interested in learning more are free to conFinally, the blood draw must comport tact me.
with 4th Amendment standards of reason-

Trainings & Conferences Notice
• NAPC Summer Conference — July 15-17, Tucson, AZ
• Northwest Alcohol Conference — July 17-18, Boise, ID
• IPAA Summer Conference — August 11-13, Sun Valley, ID
• Cops in Court Training — August 25-27, Southeast ID
• National MADD Conference — September 4-6, Dallas, TX
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WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION:
THE TOXICOLOGIST
by Karen Wittman
Kansas TSRP & former Forensic Chemist
In a DUI case from time to time the state
may have to call the state toxicologist to
prove the defendant’s blood alcohol limit
or drugs. Are you prepared for that? This
article will look into ways in which you
should prepare yourself for the challenges
of calling an expert witness.
FIRST: Review any case law or statutory
authority that may limit your ability to
present toxicology information.
You
should also research issues dealing specifically with blood and urine in a DUI case.
SECOND: Get the expert’s report, resume,
and any articles they may have published
or participated in writing. Also you should
be aware of your state laboratory’s protocol for reporting a DUI blood alcohol level
and drug screens. Get a copy of this. Once
you have obtained all this ….READ
THEM!!! You may not understand everything you are looking at, but at least you
are aware they exist and may be able to
craft some initial questions to ask your
expert.

THIRD: Schedule a pretrial conference
with your expert. Never skip this step!
Whether you wish to skip steps number
one and two is up to you, but never … this
means never … put an expert witness on
the stand without discussing all the issues
involved in the analysis and their opinion.
The expert can give you tips on how to
present the information they have in a con-

cise easy to understand fashion.
This rule applies even if you
had prior discussions with the
expert before on other cases.
Each case is unique and requires special attention.

Ten Steps to
Prepare Your
Toxicologist

FOURTH: At the pretrial
conference, go over the
expert’s formal education,
on-the-job training, whether
they have qualified as an expert
before in the field of toxicology,
and whether they have any pharmacology
training. Go over any articles the toxicologist wrote or participated in research that
became published. Is the toxicologist
aware of any literature that may be an issue
in your case, i.e. Collection of samples,
refrigeration, and instrumentation used.
FIFTH: Discuss the packaging of blood
and urine evidence. Did the expert have
any concerns of the packaging of the evidence they received? Was the sample in a
condition that required little or no preparation, i.e. No clotting of the blood? What
issues are there, if any, concerning refrigeration of samples? Are there any special
requirements by law enforcement in the
submission of these types of samples into
the laboratory? Are there any special written protocols for handing and packaging
materials for submission to the laboratory
and were they followed?

the results of testing, can the toxicologist comment on the person’s ability to drive or at least if they were “impaired” or not? Can they testify what timeframe the drugs were ingested?
EIGHTH: Tell the toxicologist your theory of the case. Let them know any quirks
concerning the defense attorney. Let them
know what problems you foresee in their
testimony. Give the expert a heads up on
what you expect them to do and see if they
can meet those expectations. Never tell the
expert what to say!!! Craft your discussion: Can you say if the defendant was
impaired? Never say…I want you to say
the defendant was impaired. There is a
difference!!

NINTH: End the conference by asking, “Is
there anything else you think I should
know to help prepare you and me for the
presentation of this evidence?” Always
discuss when and where you expect the
witness to appear and let them know in
SIXTH: Now you are prepared to discuss what order they will appear.
the actual analysis of the sample(s). Did
the expert run into any problems in the TENTH: Never stipulate to the qualificatesting? Was there any deviation from the tion of your expert. The jury has no idea
protocol required by the laboratory? If so, who this person is and whether or not they
why and how could the results still be re- are qualified to give the information that
ported? If the expert did not quantify any you seek. The defense attorney may wish
drugs found have the expert explain why? to “save time” and stipulate. However,
If they were able to quantify the results, is you have just missed a vital opportunity to
there any significance with the levels re- make your witness shine.
ported? Can the expert help you craft questions to make what they did understandable
With this type of preparation you will be
to a jury?
fully prepared to meet your obligation as
an attorney for the prosecution to effecSEVENTH: Discuss the limitations of tively advocate for the state. Good Luck!
what the toxicologist can say? Based on
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Next, Jarzabek unsuccessfully attacks
the sufficiency of the evidence regarding
the leaving the scene charge. Again the
officers and prosecutor obviously did a
good job of collecting and presenting evidence to include: detailed witness statements, documentation of injuries, photographs of Jarzabek’s vehicle depicting
hand prints on the driver’s side of the hood
and smear marks through a cover of dust
down the driver’s side of the vehicle, and
an audiotape of Jarzabek at the jail asking
whether he had “hit a boy or a girl.” The
defense called an expert witness to rebut
the officer’s testimony, but once again it is
apparent from the court decision the officer’s testimony was believed and relied on
by the jury.

Idaho Traffic Law Update
Reisenauer v. Idaho Transportation
Department --- Idaho --- (2008):
Reisenauer was investigated for DUI.
His eyes were red and the odor of burnt
marijuana was noticeable inside his car.
After the standardized field sobriety tests
he was arrested and taken to jail. A Drug
Recognition Expert (DRE) was called and
a drug evaluation was conducted. The DRE
concluded Reisenauer was under the influence of cannabis and depressants. The
breath alcohol test was .000, but the urinalysis detected Carboxy-THC. Reisenauer
admitted to smoking marijuana earlier that
night. His driving privileges were suspended by the Idaho Transportation Department. On appeal the District Court held
that Carboxy-THC was not sufficient evidence to satisfy the suspension statute.
The Idaho Supreme Court upheld the
District Court stating, “…the presence of
Carboxy-THC only indicates that at some
time in the past a person used marijuana.
Indeed, Carboxy-THC is not in and of itself a drug in any event. It is only a metabolite of a drug. Its presence in a urine
sample is no evidence of the presence of
any drug. Accordingly, there clearly was
not substantial evidence that Mr. Reisenauer failed an evidentiary test for drugs.”
The Court does hold that the State need
only demonstrate the mere presence of
drugs and not a specific level, but the drug
must be “intoxicating.” The Court dismissed the license suspension holding the
metabolite Carboxy-THC was not proven
to be intoxicating.
Editor’s Comments: Prosecutors can expect to see the defense cite this case in the
criminal arena. For example, I foresee it
being cited in probation violations where
the probationer tests positive for CarboxyTHC. Will this not require probation
agreements to also be modified in some
manner? Specifically troubling is the concurring opinion where the justice seems to
step outside of the limited issue in this case
and begins comparing criminal DUI prosecutions with civil ALS hearings. He opines
the ALS should have been proven by retrograde extrapolation back to the time of
the offense showing the “intoxicating precursor” (marijuana) was present in the suspect’s system at the time of driving.

Requiring a per se drug level and/or engaging in retrograde extrapolation in marijuana cases is a bad idea. As the majority
opinion states, the State need only demonstrate the mere presence of an intoxicating
drug and not a specific level. It is possible
for a person to be affected by marijuana
use with concentrations of THC in their
blood below the limit of detection in the
lab. Investigators have also demonstrated
residual effects of marijuana in specific
behaviors, such as divided attention tasks
up to 24 hours after use. Plain and simple,
a person can be impaired by marijuana, yet
pharmacologically it can be difficult, if not
Finally, Jarzabek unsuccessfully attacks
impossible, to detect. This is why the Drug the prosecutor’s closing argument making
Recognition Expert (DRE) is so important several claims of prosecutorial misconduct.
in drug impaired driving cases.
This is a good section for prosecutors to
study and understand what can and cannot
Because the Court held Carboxy-THC is be said in closing arguments. The Court of
not a “drug,” I agree with Justice J. Jones’ Appeals sets forth the three-tiered inquiry
conclusion that a legislative fix is now when the defendant does not object at trial.
necessary. However, changing the “and” to
an “or” in the statute would not fix the
The Court next discusses the case law
problem. This would turn the ALS hearing and statements at issue. The defense made
into a full-blown trial. Remember, the bur- the following claims: (1) The prosecutor
den of proof is far different in the ALS misrepresented the evidence regarding
hearing and the prosecutor is not a party. defendant’s level of impairment; (2) the
Defense counsel already use ALS hearings prosecutor gave a personal opinion about
as discovery fishing expeditions, because the credibility of a witness; (3) the proseof the prosecutors’ absence. Finally, the cutor improperly vouched for the credibilconcurring opinion discusses the two ways ity of the officers; (4) the prosecutor imof proving DUI crimes in Idaho, but fails properly provided an opinion of the defento include the portion where if a driver dant’s actions; (5) the prosecutor improptests below a 0.08 BAC they cannot be erly discussed using commonsense about
criminally charged, nor will their license crosswalks; and (6) the prosecutor impropbe suspended. This is despite whether the erly referred to her own credibility when
driver is impaired — unfortunately in discussing the evidence.
Idaho it is still legal to drive impaired.
The Court rejected Jarzabek’s first five
claims, holding the prosecutor’s statements
State v. Jarzabek, --- Idaho --not improper. The Court said the
(Ct.App.2008) Unpublished Opinion: were
prosecutor “may have” improperly referJarzabek was convicted of DUI and enced her own credibility as an officer of
Leaving the Scene of an Injury Accident. the court, but concluded Jarzabek’s sixth
Jarzabek struck a pedestrian in a down- claim did not rise to the level of fundamentown Boise intersection at 2:40 AM. Al- tal error.
though an unpublished decision, this case
is a worthy read regarding the many potential defense attacks in a DUI case.
Disclaimer:This newsletter is a publication of
the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association, Inc.
First, Jarzabek unsuccessfully attacks the
Readers are encouraged to share varying viewreason for the stop arguing officers did
points on current topics of interest. The views
not have reasonable suspicion. It is eviexpressed in this publication are those of the
dent the prosecutor did a good job elicitauthors and not necessarily of the State of Idaho,
ing the “totality of the circumstances” to
IPAA, or the Idaho Department of Transportation.
Please send comments, suggestions or articles to
demonstrate the officer had the requisite
Jared Olson at jared.olson@post.idaho.gov.
reasonable suspicion.
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LAST CALL
This week we celebrate the Fourth of July,
a day to celebrate freedom and independence. A
day we remember past heroes, including the
signers of the Declaration of Independence. A
day to also honor present day heroes. Originally, I wrote this article to include warnings
regarding the dangers and tragedies suffered on
this holiday due to impaired drivers. However,
tonight I attended a ‘wet lab’ at the POST
Academy where cadets were learning how to
properly investigate impaired drivers. I took my
7-year-old son with me, as I love to spend time
with him and my job often takes me away from
home. At the conclusion of the training I real-

Last Chance. Register Today!

ized every single sworn officer
instructing at the course took time
to speak to my son. They asked
him questions, they were kind, and
they spent time to make a connection. My son was impressed…I
was impressed! Tonight I recognized why it is a privilege to work
with peace officers. I was taught
character traits obviously possessed by heroes. -- Jared Olson

Northwest Alcohol Conference
Summer is a time of inMake the 4th
creased illegal alcohol consumption by underage youth.
a blast not a
Unfortunately, many of these
bust.
youth are obtaining alcohol from
their own parents or other trusted
local subject matter experts have been
adults. There is still time to become
invited to Idaho to provide practical solupart of the solution by attending the Northwest tions and strategies to address alcohol issues
Alcohol Conference. Officer Jermaine Gallowithin our communities. Visit the conference
way of the Boise Police Department has organ- website today and I guarantee you will find a
ized a conference where participants can learn
speaker or topic of interest. Just click on the ad
more than just statistics and facts. National and on the left.
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